2 TRUCKS

REQUEST FOR QUOTATIONS

The Town of Pittsfield, Maine is seeking proposals to replace a Water & Sewer Truck and a Cemetery Truck.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO VENDORS

1. To receive consideration, an original copy of the quotation page of the inquiry with the quotations filled in must be signed and returned within the stated period, by U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, by a parcel delivery service, or by hand delivery. Quotations will NOT be accepted by facsimile (FAX) transmission.

2. Quotations must be submitted in a sealed envelope plainly marked on the outside, "Quotation-Trucks," and shall be addressed to Town Clerk, Town of Pittsfield, 112 Somerset Avenue, Pittsfield, Maine 04967.

3. Quotations are to include the following:
   1. Detailed listing of the vehicles proposed for purchase.
   2. Warranty details for the vehicles.
   3. Total price of each vehicle.
   4. Lease purchase options available.

4. All quotations shall be received by 11:00 AM on March 12, 2020 at which time they will be opened publicly by the Town Manager or her designated representative. Vendors or their representatives are invited to be present at the opening.

5. The successful bidder will be responsible for compliance with all applicable Federal, State and local laws and codes.

6. The Pittsfield Town Council reserves the right to reject any or all quotations, to waive any technicality or formality in the quotations, and to accept any quotation which it may deem to be in the best interest of the Town.

7. The vehicles must meet a minimum of these standards listed below:

Vehicle A: (Cemetery)
   a. The vehicle will be purchased immediately using State of Maine bid pricing.
   b. Vehicle will be a regular cab ½ ton pick-up
   c. Motor a minimum of a V-6 gasoline engine
   d. Transmission will be Automatic
   e. Vehicle must come with trailer braking system
   f. Vehicle will have a work truck package
Vehicle will have 4 wheel drive
Vehicle will have a sprayed in bed liner for 8ft. bed
Vehicle should have blue tooth capability
Vehicle will have air conditioning

Vehicle B: (Water/Sewer Dept.)

a. Vehicle will be purchased over 5 year lease/purchase option.
b. Vehicle will be a ¾ ton heavy duty work truck
c. Vehicle will have an extra cab with 6 ½ ft. bed
d. Vehicle will have a tri-fold bed cover installed for truck bed
e. Vehicle will have a V-8 gasoline motor
f. Vehicle will have towing package
g. Vehicle will have an automatic transmission
h. Vehicle will have blue tooth capability
i. Vehicle will have plow package with auxiliary controls/switches installed
j. Vehicle will come with 8ft 6 inch V-Plow installed
k. Vehicle will have an amber light bar installed on roof
l. Vehicle will have air conditioning
m. Vehicle will be 4-wheel drive
n. Vehicle color should be blue or white
o. Vehicle should come with spare 12V auxiliary battery
QUOTATION

BIDS MUST BE FIRM FOR 75 DAYS AFTER THE 3/12/2020 BID OPENING DEADLINE

VEHICLE A: (Cemetery) $___________________________
MAKIE & MODEL: _______________________________________
WARRANTY: ___________________________________________
DELIVERY: ___________________________________________

VEHICLE B: (Water Sewer) $___________________________
MAKIE & MODEL: _______________________________________
WARRANTY: ___________________________________________
DELIVERY: ___________________________________________

Date by which project will be completed: _______________________

NAME AND ADDRESS OF FIRM:
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

NAME OF AUTHORIZED PERSON: ___________________________
SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________
PHONE: ______________________________________________

Should you have any questions regarding this quotation, please contact Michael Feole at 487-3136.